Transforming
Field Results:
How The ICAN Neuro System
Increased Distributor Revenue

by 57%
in just 10 weeks
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The Problem
• Field sales and overall field size have plateaued.
• Sponsoring volume is not high enough to offset attrition
• Low rates of distributor advancement into leadership positions
• Significant investment in motivational events, incentive trips, new
product rollouts provide only temporary relief from these challenges

Flawed Assumptions:
Î More skill set training will increase individual sales and sponsoring
results
Î New marketing systems will reduce attrition rate
Î Regularly motivating and inspiring the field will consistently increase
revenue and field growth
Î Additional company incentives will drive the field to rank advance
into leadership

These challenges persist Industry-wide
because the root cause is not being addressed
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The Root Cause
The field isn’t engaged in enough consistent, daily
income producing activity to increase revenue, increase new
enrollments, reduce churn rate, and grow distributors into new
leadership positions.
In a 2019 survey of 500 distributors in 26 Network
Marketing and Direct Sales companies:
• 99% report that they know they are underperforming.
• 97% say that their own mindset issues are causing them
to hesitate, procrastinate, and make excuses instead of
taking the daily business building action they know
they need to take to be successful.
• 86% report that their company provides adequate training,
support, motivational events, and compensation, yet they
are still not consistently making new sales or reaching
out to potential business partners or customers.
r, self-doubt, and low self-esteem, Network Marketers
are not taking consistent income-producing actions.

Mindset Blocks = Decreased IPAs =
Profit Loss for Companies Worldwide
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The Solution
Implementing The ICAN Neuro System helps your field
move quickly past prevalent mental limiters blocking success
and into greater levels of daily productive, incomeproducing action.
The ICAN Neuro System App:
• quickly moves your distributors into confident and
consistent selling and sponsoring action with easyto-use 24/7 in-the-moment tools to eliminate hesitation
and procrastination
• propels your sales force effectively apply the skill,
leadership, and product training you have already
invested in with easy-to-use industry specific microtraining
• moves a larger number of associates up your
compensation plan and into leadership with ongoing
support to keep momentum at a high level

Distributor Success = Greater Commitment =
Higher Retention and Increased Leadership Volume

“Before using the ICAN Neuro System I was having trouble
reaching out to people and was going nowhere in my business.
Now I’m contacting an average of 20 people a day and
generating new leads with excitement and confidence.”

Richard Langenheim, LifeVantage Distributor
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The Results
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Using the ICAN Neuro System for 15 minutes a day for
10 weeks, distributors experienced:
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112%
increase
in enrollment results

In a separate year-long study of 1,200 consultants in one company
using the ICAN Neuro System reported:
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74%

63%

of participants saw

of particpants saw

of particpants
advanced in rank

in sales volume

in enrollment results

2x increase

4x increase

“The ICAN Neuro System has changed everything for my
business. The tools supported me in reaching my company’s top
rank even in the middle of the pandemic! I’ve made this training
part of the onboarding system for all builders on my team and
we’re growing like never before.”
Victoria Plekenpol, Presidential Diamond, doTERRA
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Win-Win-Win Solutions
The ICAN Neuro System is upleveling company growth, individual paychecks, and
leadership advancement in 30+ Direct Selling companies around the world.

Distributor Success
• Increased monthly sales volume
• Increased # of new customers
• Success=commitment to the business

“In the past 12 months, my average monthly
company sales have tripled, and my
personal sales and sponsoring averages
have doubled. More importantly I’ve
learned how to embrace being the type of
leader I want to be and have deepened my
relationships with my team.”
Ky Lauren, Younique

Company Success
• Measurable impact on revenue growth
• Increased field satisfaction and
retention
• Increased leadership numbers

“Almost immediately after starting The ICAN
Neuro System, my team had an amazing
42% increase in sales. The clarity and
vision it gave me in how I work with others is
immeasurable! I can’t believe the changes I’m
seeing in myself and my business.”
Patsy Burdine, Mary Kay

Leader Success
• Increased sponsoring results
• Consistent incentive achievement
• Elevated team growth & rank
advancement

“Our Presenters who used the ICAN Neuro
System reported “major breakthroughs”
in their business and our own company
records confirm those claims. ICAN has been
a significant contributor to the success of our
leaders.”
Tori Poulter,
Chief Sales Officer, Younique Products
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ICAN Neuro System is being used
by Global Leaders from:

dōTERRA

Younique

Youngevity
Monat
Pruvit

Isagenix

Modere

Plexus

Rodan + Fields
Optavia

Purium

Juice Plus
Young Living

Arbonne

LifeVantage

Vasayo

TruVision

BeachBody
Color Street

Mary Kay

Saint

Savvy
Kannaway

Melaleuca

and so many more!

“The SINGLE BEST system for creating dramatic change and tangible
results in Direct Selling Teams. 6 months of working with the ICAN
Neuro System has transformed my personal selling, recruiting, and
coaching capacity like no other approach, training, or event during my
18 years as a seven-figure business owner in 3 separate companies.”

“

Seth Mulder, Pro10, LifeVantage
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The ICAN Neuro System App bridges
the gap between the 97% who are not
in productive action and the 3% of your
leadership who are.
Maximize your investments in skill,
leadership and product training by
giving your field what they need to take
confident, consistent, effective action.
Equip them to increase sales and build
their downline with ease.
Let us show you how.

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL

(505) 898-4400
icaninstitute.com
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